Introduction
Schubert filtration and Demazure character formula form a classical part in the theory of finite*dimensional representations of complex semi-simple finite-dimensional Lie algebras (and, more generally, simple algebraic groups, see [A] , [J] ). Originally, this formula appeared in [De] as an improvement of the Weyl character formula describing the character of a simple finite-dimensional module. Schubert filtration arises in a canonical way together with the Demazure formula.
Recently, an analogue of the Weyl character formula for the character of a simple quotient of the so-called a-stratified generalized Verma module over a simplylaced Lie algebra was obtained ([FM2] ). The obtained formula differs from the Weyl formula by a factor corresponding to a subalgebra of U(9~_) acting torsion-free on the simple module. This result stimulated an investigation to find an analogue for the Demazure formula and to construct the corresponding filtration of the simple module.
In the present paper we present an analogue of the Demazure formula and the corresponding filtration (Schubert filtration) for the simple quotient of an c~-stratified generalized Verma module over a simple simply-laced finite-dimensional complex Lie algebra. The proof of the formula is relatively easy and based on the classical Demazure formula and the character formula obtained in [FM2] . However, our construction of the corresponding filtration is not trivial and crucially uses Mathieu's localization of U(~) ([Ma]), which allows us to reduce our problem (in part) to classical Verma modules. Unlike the classical case, a simple a-stratified module does not contain clear analogues of the canonical generators of Demazure modules ([J]), at least, they cannot be viewed as (semi)-primitive generators of the (1) Alexander yon Humboldt fellow at Bielefeld University. simple modules with respect to another choice of the basis in the root system of our algebra.
We have to note that the notion of the Schubert filtration is used differently in the literature (see e.g. [P] ). In this paper we will use the terminology from [Z] .
Let us briefly describe the structure of the paper. In Section 2 we collect all necessary preliminaries. In Section 3 we obtain an analogue for the Demazure formula. In Section 4 we define Mathieu's localization and describe its basic properties. Finally, in Section 5 we construct an analogue of the Schubert filtration.
Notation and preliminary results
Let C denote the complex field; Z the set of integers; N the set of positive integers and Z+ the set of non-negative integers. All the notation that will be used without preliminary definition can be found in [D] or [Z] . For a Lie algebra ~ by U(91) we will denote the universal enveloping algebra of ~[. Consider a simple simply-laced complex finite-dimensional Lie algebra r Let be a Cartan subalgebra of r and A be the corresponding root system. Fix a basis, 7r, in A and an element ~ETr. This leads to the decomposition A----A+UA . We will denote by ~ the half-sum of all positive roots. Let W denote the Weyl group of A (acting in ~*), generated by the reflections s~, /~EA. Fix a Weyl-Chevalley basis in r consisting of the elements X~, /~EA+, and H~, /~ETr. By 9I+ we will denote the standard components of the triangular decomposition of ~5 with respect to the basis 7r. Let ~((~) be the Lie subalgebra of ~ generated by X+~ and D be the subalgebra generated by ~5(~), ~ and 9l+. Let c=(Hn+l)2+4X-nXn be a Casimir operator of U(~5(c~)). Let A ~ be the root subsystem of A generated by Ir\{c~}. Set K=A+\A n. Let W n denote the Weyl group of A n and yn denote the half-sum of all positive roots in A n. Denote by ~5 ~ the Lie subalgebra of ~5 corresponding to A a and set 9l~=9l+nO a. We also denote by K the unital subalgebra of U(~5) generated by all XZ, ~E-K. Recall that the Chevalley involution gives rise to a duality (exact contravariant functor), *, on the category of weight ~5-modules with finite-dimensional weight spaces. This duality preserves the character of a module. Recall ([FM1] ) that a weight ~5-module is called s-stratified if both X:en act injectively on it.
Consider the vector space ~t=~* O C. With each (~, p)E~ there is a canonical way to associate a so-called generalized Verma module as it was done, for example, in [FM1] . Indeed, consider a unique indecomposable O((~)-module N(A,p) defined by the following conditions:
(1) A(Ha)-I is an eigenvalue of Ha on N()~,p);
